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Detecting Accounting Anomalies Using Structured Information 

or 

Financial Reporting in a Digital World 

By Charles Hoffman, CPA 

The following is a summary of accounting anomalies which were detected using automated processes by 

examining SEC XBRL Financial Filings. Information provided comes from a set of 7160 SEC XBRL financial 

filings submitted to the SEC between March 1, 2012 and February 28, 2013. This analysis focused on 10-

K filings of reporting entities which were not trusts, funds, cooperatives, or associations. 

Prior to the existence of a technology such as XBRL it would have been extremely time consuming or 

impossible to do a detailed analysis of so many financial reports cost effectively.  But now because of 

XBRL, performing such an analysis is trivial. 

This analysis was performed using a simple Microsoft Access database application created which can 

read SEC XBRL financial filings.  No XBRL processor was used.  The software program used to gather this 

information was significantly limited by the tools available and the limited skills of this programmer.  

This is intended to only a prototype of the possibilities, the tip of the iceberg of opportunity. 

The analysis looks at only a few basic questions and endeavors to provide answers to the questions. 

While the analysis of financial report information focuses on 51 fundamental accounting concepts and 

21 relations between those concepts, this document focuses on key pieces of information reported on 

the balance sheet.  The ideas of this document can be utilized in thinking how to approach other areas 

of a creating or consuming financial information. 

Further, the analysis points out safe ways of articulating financial information digitally in order to make 

the process of analyzing or otherwise using digital financial information less of a guessing game and 

more of a reliable, predictable task. 
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Question: Do balance sheets balance? For example, this balance sheet does not balance: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276531/000127653112000003/0001276531-12-000003-

index.htm  

 

Answer: Of course balance sheets balance, that is why they are called “balance sheets”.  Balance sheets 

always balance.   Accounting is a double entry system, there is no way a balance sheet could ever not 

balance. 

An analysis of the 7160 SEC XBRL financial filings indicated that of that total, 6,955 balance sheets were 

found to explicitly balance (a concept for “Assets” was reported, a concept for “Liabilities and Equity” 

was reported, and Assets = Liabilities and Equity).   

That left 205.  Of that, 164 were able to have “Assets” and/or “Liabilities and Equity” correctly imputed 

from other values.  So for example, a number of reporting entities did not report “Assets” but they did 

report “Current Assets”.  Current Assets reported equaled Liabilities and Equity; and therefore one could 

say that the values of “Current Assets” was also the value for “Assets”. 

That left 41 balance sheets which did not balance.  An examination of each of those balance sheets 

indicated no reason why a balance sheet should not balance. 

So what about rounding errors? 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276531/000127653112000003/0001276531-12-000003-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1276531/000127653112000003/0001276531-12-000003-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500122/000114420412017437/0001144204-12-017437-

index.htm 

Of the 41 balance sheets which did not balance, 5 were off by $1.  As can be seen by the fact that .6% of 

all filings don’t have rounding errors, rounding errors do not seem appropriate. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500122/000114420412017437/0001144204-12-017437-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1500122/000114420412017437/0001144204-12-017437-index.htm
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Question: If a company has, say, Current Assets or Current Liabilities of zero; should the fact that the 

amounts are zero be reported or should the line item simply not be shown at all? For example, 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1551454/000149315212001148/0001493152-12-001148-

index.htm  

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1551454/000149315212001148/0001493152-12-001148-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1551454/000149315212001148/0001493152-12-001148-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419067/000138713112000997/0001387131-12-000997-

index.htm 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1355559/000147237512000105/0001472375-12-000105-

index.htm 

 

Answer: If a line item is zero that does not mean that a line item does not exist.  Assets of “0” says 

something, that assets equals zero.  Zero is a number, just like 1000.  And so if some line item, 

particularly a key item such as Assets, Current Assets, Equity, or Liabilities and Equity is zero that fact 

should be explicitly be provided in the financial report to make that fact explicit and unambiguous. 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419067/000138713112000997/0001387131-12-000997-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419067/000138713112000997/0001387131-12-000997-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1355559/000147237512000105/0001472375-12-000105-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1355559/000147237512000105/0001472375-12-000105-index.htm
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Question: If a balance sheet only has one line item, say “Cash”. Should the balance sheet report a total 

for current assets, and a total for assets?  For example: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469383/000121390012001566/0001213900-12-001566-

index.htm 

 

Answer: Because there is only one line item and because the headings clearly say “CURRENT” for both 

assets and liabilities; it is pretty clear what the reporting entity means.  However, it would be even less 

ambiguous to provide line items for total current assets, total assets, and total current liabilities.  Total 

liabilities is a nice to have, but reporting total liabilities is not required. 

Further, when considering a digital financial report and how software would see a statement such as the 

one above if expressed in XBRL is as follows.  Because concepts which express assets, current assets, 

current liabilities and liabilities are not provided, software will need to figure out what these key pieces 

of information are. 

The only two key concepts software has to work with on the balance sheet above are “Liabilities and 

Equity” and “Equity”.  Liabilities can be determined by subtracting Equity from Liabilities and Equity in 

this case.  However, if the filer reported Temporary Equity; software could be fooled and impute an 

incorrect value.  Because Assets is not reported, software could guess that Assets is the same as 

Liabilities and Equity because balance sheets balance. However, explicitly expressing the value of assets 

is more explicit and safer. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469383/000121390012001566/0001213900-12-001566-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1469383/000121390012001566/0001213900-12-001566-index.htm
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It is far better to report key concepts to give software a fighting chance of comprehending the pieces of 

a financial report such as a balance sheet as shown above.  For example, this statement is being explicit 

and therefore unambiguous: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510976/000116169712000133/0001161697-12-000133-

index.htm  

While it is not wrong to report a single line item without totals for these key financial statement line 

items, going so would not win any excellence in financial reporting awards either.  Of 7160 SEC financial 

filings, current assets and current liabilities were properly detected in 6975 or 97.4% of those filings, 

only in 185 could those key line items not be properly detected. 

While not the focus here, the same is true about Equity or any other piece of financial report 

information.  Note that in both examples for this question a total for Equity was provided for. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510976/000116169712000133/0001161697-12-000133-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1510976/000116169712000133/0001161697-12-000133-index.htm
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Question: Should a balance sheet always report total equity? 

For example, the SEC filing below reports the line item Share capital which is the only concept within the 

section equity, but does not explicitly report the concept “Equity” or “Total equity”.  Is that appropriate? 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/923649/000091957412002358/0000919574-12-002358-

index.htm 

 

Answer: Of 7160 SEC financial filings examined, total equity was detected for 7065 or 98.6% of these 

filings.  Only 95 or 1.4% did not report a balance sheet line item for “Total equity”. 

Again, it is safer for a key concept such as Equity to be explicitly provided within a financial report than 

to be imputed by a software application reading a digital financial report. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/923649/000091957412002358/0000919574-12-002358-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/923649/000091957412002358/0000919574-12-002358-index.htm
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Question: Should balance sheets clearly indicate which assets and liabilities are current? 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/850261/000119312512144051/0001193125-12-144051-

index.htm  

 

Answer: Separate classifications in the balance sheet for current assets and current liabilities are 

required except when an unclassified or liquidity presentation provides more relevant information.  

Commercial and industrial companies provide classified balance sheets which make this distinction 

clear.  On the other hand; banks, insurance companies, and other such companies do not. 

Mixing the two approaches by showing current assets but not current liabilities makes little sense. 

Consider the filing below.  In this filing current assets are clearly indicated but  

So for example, this filing shows current assets but refers to current liabilities as “Total liabilities”. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/850261/000119312512144051/0001193125-12-144051-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/850261/000119312512144051/0001193125-12-144051-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1404943/000141588912000892/0001415889-12-000892-

index.htm 

While it is true that “Accounts payable” is generally a current liability using the term “Total liabilities” as 

the total and “LIABILITIES” as the heading is ambiguous. It would be more explicit and less ambiguous to 

use the terms “Current liabilities” for the heading and “Total current liabilities” for the total. 

For the set of 7160 SEC filings analyzed, 6975 (97.4%) properly distinguished current assets and liabilities 

or provided an unclassified balance sheet where it was not necessary to make such distinction.  For the 

remaining 185 SEC filings, Current assets were distinguished but current liabilities were not. 

Many times an SEC filer would use the label “Current liabilities” for the section heading but use “Total 

liabilities” as the label for the line item which clearly should have been “Total current liabilities”. 

For example, 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1404943/000141588912000892/0001415889-12-000892-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1404943/000141588912000892/0001415889-12-000892-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1496741/000116169712000728/0001161697-12-000728-

index.htm 

 

 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1496741/000116169712000728/0001161697-12-000728-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1496741/000116169712000728/0001161697-12-000728-index.htm
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Question: Must equity attributable to parent be reported if a reporting entity reports a noncontrolling 

interest? 

Answer: Of 1352 reporting entities which reported a noncontrolling interest from the total of 7160 

reporting entities examined, 1232 or 91.1% reported “Equity attributable to parent”, “Equity 

attributable to noncontrolling interest” and “Equity” similar to as is shown below: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1073146/000150172012000010/0001501720-12-000010-

index.htm 

Of the remaining 120 or 8.9% of the reporting entities, an undetermined amount did not provide a 

subtotal for Equity attributable to parent as is shown below: 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1320729/000126493112000258/0001264931-12-000258-

index.htm 

At least one reporting entity included the noncontrolling interest as part of not total equity, but rather 

as a part of Temporary equity as shown below: 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1073146/000150172012000010/0001501720-12-000010-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1073146/000150172012000010/0001501720-12-000010-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1320729/000126493112000258/0001264931-12-000258-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1320729/000126493112000258/0001264931-12-000258-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1114714/000111471412000007/0001114714-12-000007-

index.htm 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1114714/000111471412000007/0001114714-12-000007-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1114714/000111471412000007/0001114714-12-000007-index.htm
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Question: Are cash flows from Exchange Gains (Losses) of foreign currency transactions always included 

in Net Cash Flow?  (This implies can Exchange Gains (Losses) be included in the roll forward of cash 

rather than within Net Cash Flow.) 

Answer: There are two approaches used by SEC filers.  Of 7160 SEC filing examined, 2132 reported 

exchange gains or losses on their cash flow statement. (Note that this is independent of discontinued 

operations which is treated the same under both approach 1 and approach 2.) 

Approach 1: used by 1887 or 88.5% of 2132 SEC filings which reported exchange gains or losses on their 

cash flow statement.  The computation of net cash flow and ending cash and cash equivalents is as 

follows under this approach. 

 Net Cash Flow = Net Cash Flows, Operating + Net Cash Flows, Investing + Net Cash Flows, 

Financing + Exchange Gains (Losses) 

 Ending Cash and Cash Equivalents = Beginning Cash and Cash Equivalents + Net Cash Flow 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1084384/000114420412019020/0001144204-12-019020-

index.htm  

Approach 2: used by 142 or 6.6% of 2132 SEC filings which reported exchange gains or losses on their 

cash flow statement. 

 Net Cash Flow = Net Cash Flows, Operating + Net Cash Flows, Investing + Net Cash Flows, 

Financing 

 Ending Cash and Cash Equivalents = Beginning Cash and Cash Equivalents + Exchange Gains 

(Losses) + Net Cash Flow 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1084384/000114420412019020/0001144204-12-019020-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1084384/000114420412019020/0001144204-12-019020-index.htm
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1365357/000109181812000118/0001091818-12-000118-

index.htm  

Discussions with a number of other accountants resulted in different opinions as to the appropriateness 

of approach 2.  Some were of the opinion that this was an error, others were of the opinion that both 

approaches were allowed under US GAAP. 

If both approaches are allowed, what is the reasoning for allowing both approaches? 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1365357/000109181812000118/0001091818-12-000118-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1365357/000109181812000118/0001091818-12-000118-index.htm
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Question: If redeemable noncontrolling interest is reported, should it be reported as part of equity or is 

it a part of the “mezzanine level”? 

Answer: Of the 7160 SEC filings analyzed, 81 reported a redeemable noncontrolling interest. All those 

examined reported it as part of the mezzanine level. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1468516/000119312513084847/0001193125-13-084847-

index.htm 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1468516/000119312513084847/0001193125-13-084847-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1468516/000119312513084847/0001193125-13-084847-index.htm

